TOY #124

NAME: Picture spot

# OF PIECES: 50 (including box)

AGE: 4 + years

Level: Preschool School age

PRICE: $20.00

MANUFACTURE: Discovery Toys

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisiri/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=268474%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 6 game boards  6 picture cards  1 instruction sheet  1 original box  36 puzzle cards (each card has a hole in it)

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Spotting the picture is so entertaining in this magical game where the entire picture is revealed one card at a time. Each game board includes "spots" of the picture that match the holes in the cards. Match the cards to the right spots and the missing parts of the picture appear! Plus, one of the holes reveals the name of the item in English, Spanish and French. The fun, colorful puzzles feature familiar modes of transport. Perfect for developing visualization, spatial understanding, pattern recognition, word recognition and matching skills. Six confidence-building pictures to solve.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Cognitive development:
Language/literacy
Visual skills
Seriation
Math
- parts
- wholes
- matching

Physical Development:
Fine motor skills
- sensory
- pincer grasp

Social/emotional:
Turn taking
Sharing
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